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ABSTRACT

This research presents a benchmark for the evaluation of active rules within a distributed com-
ponent integration environment. The benchmark is based on the OBJECTIVE active database 
benchmark. Our work was specifically performed in the context of the Integration Rules (IRules) 
project that uses active rules for the integration of distributed software components, which are 
based on the Enterprise JavaBeans component model. In addition to mapping the test rules of 
the OBJECTIVE benchmark to the integration rules of the IRules system, we have extended the 
OBJECTIVE benchmark to test additional features of a component-based active rule system, 
such as the event detection time, the rule execution time related to the invocation of methods 
on components, asynchronous coupling modes, and the rule processor execution time under a 
heavy event load. Although the research presents specific performance evaluation results for 
the IRules project, the approach more generally demonstrates the manner in which an existing 
rule processing benchmark for a centralized environment can be adapted and extended for use 
in a rule-based approach to distributed component integration. 

Keywords: active database rules; benchmarks; performance evaluation; software component 
integration
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INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of the Internet has led 

to an increasing demand for applications that 
access distributed software and data services. 
These needs have given rise to component-
based software models, where developers reuse 
existing software products instead of develop-

ing software systems from scratch (Szyperski 
& Pfister, 1996). Standard component models 
have been proposed to facilitate component 
interaction and integration, such as the Common 
Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) 
(OMG, 1998) and Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs) 
(EJB, 2001). Although the existing standards 
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assist in providing access to distributed software 
components, the application integrator must 
not only understand the semantics for mediat-
ing the interactions between components, but 
must also be skilled in the technical details 
associated with distributed event and transac-
tion processing techniques. Event notification 
capabilities are provided by most component 
tools, but the method for responding to events 
typically requires low-level programming skill 
from integrators. Most of the existing compo-
nent integration systems do not yet support an 
appropriate semantic framework for specify-
ing how to respond to events in a high-level, 
declarative fashion.

Several recent research projects have 
investigated the use of concepts from active 
database systems in the integration of distributed 
components. Active database systems are built 
on top of traditional database systems by provid-
ing active rule functionality for monitoring and 
reacting to events automatically (Widow & Ceri, 
1996; Paton & Diaz, 1999; Doorn & Rivero, 
2002). Active rules are also known as Event-
Condition-Action (ECA) rules. In an ECA rule 
paradigm, an event is an occurrence of interest 
in an application, such as the modification of 
data in a database or the execution of a specific 
method or transaction. A rule condition is a query 
over data sources that are executed in response 
to the occurrence of an event, specifying the 
situation that must be satisfied to execute the 
rule action. A rule action can perform database 
modifications, send messages, or invoke ad-
ditional procedures.  

Our own research led to the develop-
ment of the Integration Rules (IRules) project 
(Dietrich, Urban, Sundermier, Na, Jin, & 
Kambhampati, 2001; Urban, Dietrich, Sun-
dermier, Jin, Kambhampati, & Na, 2002; Jin, 
Urban, Sundermier, & Dietrich, 2002; Urban, 
Kambhampati, Dietrich, Jin, & Sundermier, 
2004; Jin, Urban, Dietrich, & Sundermier, in 
press) for distributed component integration. 
The component model chosen for the initial 
implementation of IRules was Enterprise Java 
Beans (EJBs) (EJB, 2001), which is a well-
known component model. Through the support 

of a distributed rule execution engine that is 
provided by IRules (Jin, Urban, Sundermier, & 
Dietrich, 2002; Jin, 2004; Jin, Urban, Dietrich, 
& Sundermier, in press), the application envi-
ronment can automatically respond to events 
from EJB components by testing conditions 
over distributed components and invoking 
global transactions that execute over distributed 
sources. Other examples of active rule-based 
research include the work of Chakravarthy and 
Le (1998), the C2offein project (Koschel & 
Kramer, 1998; Koschel & Lockemann, 1998), 
the FRAMBOISE (FRAMework using oBject 
OrIented technology for Supplying active 
mEchanisms) project (Fritchi, Gatziu, & Dit-
trich, 1998), and the work in Cilia, Bornhovd, 
and Buchmann (2001), addressing the use of 
rules in the context of CORBA. The work of 
Amghar, Meziane, and Flory (2000) designed a 
uniform approach to modeling active rules.

Although the systems just mentioned have 
addressed research issues for rule-based integra-
tion, to the best of our knowledge there is no 
performance evaluation reported for distributed 
active rules. Evaluation is important for an ac-
tive system to identify system bottlenecks and 
to provide statistics to assist in the refinement 
of the execution environment. Performance 
evaluation is also important to analyze and 
compare the performance of different active 
rule-based systems. 

This paper presents a performance evalua-
tion of the IRules execution environment based 
on the OBJECTIVE (Cetintemel, Zimmermann, 
Ulusoy, & Buchmann, 1999) benchmark. 
OBJECTIVE is a benchmark originally de-
signed for centralized, active, object-oriented 
database systems. As a component integration 
environment, the IRules system is different from 
the active, object-oriented DBMSs supported 
by the OBJECTIVE benchmark. To use the 
benchmark, the research presented in this paper 
adapts the classes and rules that form the basis 
of the OBJECTIVE benchmark, and extends 
OBJECTIVE to evaluate the features specifi-
cally related to component integration and a 
distributed rule-processing environment. This 
research has produced statistical results of the 
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IRules performance evaluation and categorized 
the evaluation results to address different fea-
tures of the system. In a more general sense, 
the results of our research provide an example 
of how to extend an existing centralized rule-
processing benchmark for use in a distributed, 
rule-based component integration environment. 
In our own case, the performance evaluation of 
IRules had identified future refinements of the 
component wrapper design. Other distributed 
rule processing environments can adapt our 
approach to assist in identifying performance 
bottlenecks in their own systems.

The rest of the paper is structured as fol-
lows. The next section describes the IRules 
system to provide the necessary background for 
the benchmark extensions and results presented 
in the remainder of the paper. The OBJECTIVE 
benchmark section then presents the details 
of the OBJECTIVE benchmark as originally 
described in (Cetintemel, 1996; Cetintemel, 
Zimmermann, Ulusoy, & Buchmann, 1999). 
The IRules use of the OBJECTIVE benchmark 
section describes the manner in which the IRules 
project has used the OBJECTIVE benchmark, 
illustrating the types of extensions that are re-
quired for a component integration environment. 
The performance evaluation results section 
illustrates and summarizes the performance 
evaluation results. The last section concludes 
the paper with summary and a discussion of 
future research directions.

OVERVIEW OF
THE IRULES PROJECT
The IRules project was developed to pro-

vide a declarative, active rule-based approach 
to component integration (Dietrich et al., 2001, 
Urban et al., 2001, Urban et al., 2002; Jin et al., 
in press). Our initial implementation specifically 
focused on the integration of Enterprise Java 
Beans (EJB) components. In this section, we 
firstly provide an overview of basic concepts as-
sociated with EJB components. We then provide 
an overview of the IRules environment.

Enterprise JavaBeans Components
The Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition 

(J2EE) (J2EE, 2003) is an enterprise architec-
ture developed by Sun Microsystems to define 
a standard for facilitating the development of 
enterprise applications. The EJB (EJB, 2001) 
component model, which is part of J2EE, 
is a standard to specify the development of 
portable, enterprise level, server-side soft-
ware components in Java. The EJB standard 
consists of objects, containers, and servers. 
The EJB objects are software components 
that encapsulate business logic of the applica-
tion. EJB containers and EJB servers provide 
a run-time environment for EJB components. 
Several EJB servers and containers are available 
commercially, such as BEA Weblogic (BEA, 
2001) and IBM Websphere (IBM, 2005). The 
IRules project used BEA Weblogic as the EJB 
container and server. 

As described in the EJB 2.0 Specification 
(EJB, 2000), there are three types of EJB ob-
jects: entity beans, session beans, and message 
beans. An entity bean represents the logic of 
persistent objects that is typically supported by 
an underlying database, while a session bean 
represents session-based business logic. Mes-
sage beans provide the functionality of listening 
to events that are generated by the Java Mes-
sage Service (JMS) (JMS, 1999). The IRules 
project has created an environment in which 
events and rules can be used in the integration 
of entity and sessions beans. Message beans 
were not used in our work, since we developed 
our own event handler and rule processor for 
responding to events.

The IRules Approach
There were two major aspects to the de-

velopment and use of integration rules within 
the IRules project. The first aspect involved 
the development of the semantic and language 
framework for the use of integration rules in 
the specification of event-based applications 
(Dietrich et al., 2001; Urban et al., 2001). The 
second aspect involved the development of 
an architecture and rule execution model to 
support the execution of integration rules over 
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distributed components (Jin et al., 2002; Jin, 
2004; Jin et al., in press). 

The IRules Definition Language (IRDL) 
consists of four sub-languages: the Component 
Definition Language (CDL) for defining IRules 
components, the IRules Scripting Language 
(ISL) for describing application transactions, the 
Event Definition Language (EDL) for defining 
events, and the Integration Rule Language (IRL) 
for defining active rules. To support component 
interconnection with active rules, IRules adds 
wrappers on top of purchased EJB compo-
nents. Wrappers are generated automatically 
by the compilation of CDL. IRules wrappers 
provide additional functionality to black-box 
components, such as defining externalized 
relationships between distributed components, 
and specifying extents, derived attributes, and 
stored attributes for each component. An IR-
ules wrapper also defines the events generated 
before and after method calls on components as 
well as the events that are internal to black-box 
components. The details of CDL and wrappers 
can be found in (Patil, 2004).

The second sublanguage of IRDL is ISL, 
which is used to describe global application 
transactions. Application transactions are 
well-defined sequences of processing logic for 
composition of services provided by distributed 
components. The third sublanguage, EDL, is 
used to describe four different types of events 
in the IRules system: method events, application 
transaction events, internal events, and external 
events (Kambhampati, 2003; Urban et al., 2004). 
A method event is generated before or after the 
execution of a method on a component. An ap-
plication transaction event is generated before 
or after the execution of an ISL application 
transaction. An internal event is an event gen-
erated by a black-box component. An external 
event is generated by sources external to the 
IRules environment. The fourth sub-language 
of IRDL is IRL (Peri, 2002; Marimuthu, 2003), 
which is used to define integration rules. IRL 
is based on the traditional ECA rule format in 
active database systems, and specifies integra-
tion rules with event parameters in the context 
of an object-oriented and declarative query 

language. Examples of rules expressed using 
IRL are presented later in this paper.

The IRules execution environment is a 
Jini-based (Edwards, 2000) architecture that 
supports the storage of compiled IRDL applica-
tion specifications and the execution of rules and 
transactions in a distributed environment (Jin 
et al., 2002; Jin, 2004; Jin et al., in press). The 
core architecture components include the event 
detectors and event handler (Kambhampati, 
2003), a rule manager, an object manager, a 
transaction manager, and a metadata component. 
The rule manager is the rule-processing engine 
that invokes an instance of the rule processor 
to process every ECA rule triggered by the 
occurrence of an event. The object manager 
is responsible for accessing and manipulating 
components on behalf of the rule processor. 
The transaction manager handles transaction 
control during integration rule processing. The 
metadata component uses the JavaSpaces (Free-
man, Hupfer, & Arnold 1999) feature of Jini to 
store semantic descriptions of the supported 
environment captured as an IRDL schema. 

The IRules rule execution model deter-
mines how a set of rules behaves at runtime (Jin 
et al., 2002; Jin, 2004; Jin et al., in press). The 
rule execution model includes many factors as 
specified in (Widow & Ceri, 1996; Paton & Diaz, 
1999), including rule coupling modes. Coupling 
modes provide a way to express control over the 
transactional aspects of rule processing. IRules 
has four types of coupling modes (Jin et al., 
2002; Jin, 2004): immediate synchronous, im-
mediate asynchronous, deferred, and decoupled. 
Coupling modes can be expressed between the 
event and the condition (E-C coupling mode), 
or between the condition and the action (C-A 
coupling mode). Coupling modes can also be 
expressed between the event and the action 
(E-A coupling mode) in EA rules. EA rules 
are active rules without the condition part. As 
an example, the immediate synchronous E-C 
coupling mode indicates that the condition of 
a rule must be evaluated immediately after the 
event is raised, while the triggering transac-
tion suspends until the rule finishes execution. 
In the immediate asynchronous E-C coupling 
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mode, a rule is also executed immediately but 
the triggering transaction can continue to be 
executed without suspension. The deferred 
E-C coupling mode requires a rule’s condi-
tion to be deferred to execute at the point just 
before the commit of the top-level transaction. 
The decoupled coupling mode forces the rule 
processing to start a new transaction (separate 
from the current transaction) to process the 
triggered rule. In addition to coupling modes, 
an integration rule can be triggered before an 
event happens or after an event happens. This 
feature is specified as before and after modifiers 
in the definition of a rule. 

THE OBJECTIVE
BENCHMARK 

Active database benchmarks provide a 
useful measurement for testing the performance 
of an active system. BEAST (Geppert, Gatziu, 
& Dittich, 1995; Geppert, Berndtsson, Lieu-
wen, & Zimmermann, 1996) and OBJECTIVE 
(Cetintemel, 1996; Cetintemel et al., 1999) are 
two prevailing benchmarks for evaluating ac-
tive database systems. The BEAST benchmark 
(Geppert, Gatziu, & Dittich, 1995; Geppert, 
Berndtsson, Lieuwen, & Zimmermann, 1996) 
was designed to measure the performance of 
the active behavior of an active, object-ori-
ented database. BEAST is based on the 007 
benchmark (Carey, Dewitt, & Naughton, 1993), 
which involves non-trivial database structures 
and operations. The OBJECTIVE Benchmark 
(Cetintemel, 1996; Cetintemel et al., 1999) was 
designed to identify bottlenecks and evaluate 
the functionality of an active, object-oriented 
database. While BEAST provides a good initial 

step towards benchmarking active databases, 
OBJECTIVE provides more factors to evalu-
ate different aspects of active, object-oriented 
databases. As a result, we have selected the 
OBJECTIVE benchmark for the basis of our 
research. 

The OBJECTIVE benchmark provides a 
single object class with a simple schema. The 
class is used in the benchmark for the execution 
of operations in rule actions. For example, an 
action of a rule can invoke a method such as 
getAttribute() to get the value of a specific attribute 
for an instance of the class. The benchmark 
has four factors of configuration for evaluat-
ing different loads of an active system: (1) the 
number of events defined; (2) the ratio of the 
number of composite events to the total number 
of events; (3) the number of rules defined; and 
(4) the number of data objects. For each of 
these factors, there are four configuration sizes: 
empty, small, medium, and large, as shown in 
Table 1. The intersection of rows and columns 
in the table represents the size of a factor. For 
the FractionCompositeEvents parameter in all con-
figurations, benchmark users need to test the 
performance using three different ratios (0.3, 
0.6, 0.9), representing the number of composite 
events to all events.

The OBJECTIVE Benchmark addressed 
six different performance issues by providing 
operations and rules for the performance 
evaluation. The first performance issue is the 
method-wrapping penalty, where wrappers 
are used to add active capability to existing 
database systems. The second performance 
issue is the detection time for primitive and 
composite events. The third performance issue 

Table 1. The OBJECTIVE database configuration factors

Parameter Empty Small Medium Large
NumberOfEvents 0 100 500 1000

FractionCompositeEvents 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 0.3,0.6,0.9 0.3,0.6,0.9
NumberOfRules 0 100 500 1000

NumberOfObjects 0 5000 25000 50000
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is rule firing, which includes the time for the 
retrieval of rules from rule storage as well as the 
time for rule execution. The fourth performance 
issue measures the time for handling of event 
parameters. This issue considers the execution 
time required to store and pass bindings to the 
condition and the action part of a rule using 
different coupling modes. The fifth performance 
issue is garbage collection of semi-composed 
composite events. The sixth performance 
issue is rule administration, which evaluates 
the time it takes to create, destroy, enable, and 
disable rules.

The OBJECTIVE benchmark consists of 
a set of active rules to test system performance 
with respect to the different evaluation issues, 
such as retrieval of a rule, rule firing in different 
coupling modes, rule execution, and cascaded 
rule triggering. The rules are defined in the rule 
programming language REAL (REAch rule 
Language) (Zimmermann, Branding, Buch-
mann, Deutsch, & Geppert, 1996). These rules 
will be described in further detail in the next 
section when we cover the mappings from the 
OBJECTIVE rules to the IRules rules. 

IRULES USE OF THE
OBJECTIVE BENCHMARK 

This section describes how this research 
has adapted and extended the OBJECTIVE 
benchmark. The use of the benchmark involves 
the mapping of OBJECTIVE rules to IRL 
rules. The discussion is centered on factors 
of configuration and issues for evaluation, as 
well as a description of the rules used to test 
performance.

Factors of Configuration
Because the current version of the IRules 

system does not support composite events, we 
will not consider the number of composite events 
in our evaluation. In addition to components, 
events, and rules, the IRules system uses ap-
plication transactions to specify integration 
logic. If the action of a rule is an application 
transaction, the rule manager needs to retrieve 
the application transaction from the metadata 
at run time. Since the number of application 
transactions may affect the speed of rule retrieval 
speed, this evaluation has added the number 
of application transactions to the factors of 
configuration. 

Recall that the OBJECTIVE benchmark 
has four sizes for the configuration factor. The 
IRules system does not support an empty size 
of metadata because the rule manager cannot 
evaluate a rule if the rule manager gets no rule 
from the metadata. So we consider three sizes 
of metadata: small, medium, and large. The 
configuration factors for IRules are shown in 
Table 2, with the same meaning as the configu-
ration factors of Table 1.

Evaluation Issues 
The OBJECTIVE benchmark used an 

abstract class with generic properties to define 
rules using the REAL language as shown in the 
third column of Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5. 
The IRules performance evaluation has devel-
oped equivalent integration rules in IRL for 
a Stock EJB component from an investment 
application (Urban et al., 2001). The mapping 
of OBJECTIVE rules and IRL rules is shown 
in Tables 3-5. Since the focus of this paper is 

Table 2. The IRules configuration factors

Parameter Small Medium Large
NumberOfEvents 100 500 1000
NumberOfRules 100 500 1000

NumberOfObjects (components) 5000 25000 50000
NumberOfApplicationTransactions 100 500 1000
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on the evaluation of the execution of integra-
tion rules, we do not address the evaluation of 
the wrapping penalty and rule administration 
within this paper. IRules also does not support 
composite events, so the issue of garbage col-
lection of semi-composed events and testing 
for composite events are not considered in this 
evaluation. 

There are three phases of active behavior: 
event detection, rule retrieval, and rule 
execution, as shown in Figure 1. These phases 
were originally defined in (Geppet et al., 1996) 
for the BEAST benchmark. Event detection re-
fers to the time from event occurrence to event 
signaling. The rule retrieval phase refers to the 
retrieval of triggered rules from the metadata. 
Rule execution refers to the evaluation of the 
condition and execution of the action.

Since most active database systems 
have been built as an active layer on top of an 
existing database product, an active database 
benchmark usually cannot test the performance 
of each architectural component directly. This 
is due to the fact that database vendors do not 
provide an internal interface to the architectural 
components needed by the benchmark. To test 
the performance of a single phase (e.g., rule 
management) in the evaluation, both BEAST 
(Geppert et al., 1996) and OBJECTIVE 
(Cetintemel et al., 1999) adopt the policy of 
keeping the time of all other phases as small 
as possible. For example, as shown in Figure 1, 
when testing the rule retrieval phase, the ideal 
case is to get the time interval between t2 and 
t3. It is generally not possible to get the exact 
time of t2 or t3 due to the absence of internal 

interfaces to the database execution compo-
nents. However, it is possible to get the time 
between t1 and t4 because this time internal is 
from event occurrence to rule completion. If the 
time of the event detection phase (between t1 
and t2) can be reduced and the time of the rule 
execution phase (between t3 and t4) can be made 
as small as possible, then the total time (between 
t1 and t4) is near to the rule management time 
(between t2 and t3). As an example, OBJEC-
TIVE uses RF1 in Table 3 to evaluate the rule 
retrieval time. RF1 uses an abstract event to 
reduce event detection time. RF1 also has a 
false condition (so there is no action), which 
reduces the rule execution time. So, the overall 
time from event occurrence to rule completion 
is near to the time of rule retrieval. 

Since all of the internal interfaces of the 
architecture components of IRules are available, 
the evaluation performed in this research was 
capable of testing all phases directly. The direct 
tests of the IRules environment can therefore 
produce more accurate evaluation results than 
that of the original indirect tests of the OB-
JECTIVE benchmark. The evaluation uses the 
IRules application transaction event to replace 
the notion of abstract events in OBJECTIVE, 
since application transaction events take the 
least amount of time for event generation. A 
comparison of the results of direct and indirect 
tests can be found in the section of summary of 
evaluation results.

The IRules execution model does not al-
low a decoupled E-C coupling mode, so there 
is no evaluation equivalent of RF3. The current 
IRules system also has limitations for access to 

Figure 1. Three phases of active behavior
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an EJB component in the condition or action 
part of a rule for after method event generation. 
When an after method event is generated, if the 
condition or action part invokes operations on 
EJB components, the EJB container (Weblogic 
server 6.1) will block and does not respond to 
the request from the condition or the action. 
This situation is caused by the limitation of 

the underlying database, which locks all of the 
tables in the database instead of the specific 
field. The details of this limitation have been 
investigated and explained in Kambhampati 
(2003). In the IRules Definition Language, 
the action of a rule can be a method call to an 
EJB component or an application transaction. 
Because of the limitation on method calls, we 

Table 3. Objective-to-IRL mapping for rule retrieval and deferred/decoupled modes

Functionality Rules of IRules Rules of OBJECTIVE
Retrieval of a 
rule

create rule RF1
event               afterPrintIdOne(id1,id2)
condition       immediate when id1<>id1
action       immediate 
                        do printIdTwo(id1,id2)

rule RF1{
decl;
event ABSTRACT(RF1);
cond FALSE;
action ; }

Rule firing 
in deferred 
coupling mode

create rule RF2
event            afterPrintIdOne(id1,id2)
condition           deferred when id1 <> id1
action           immediate
                            do printIdTwo(id1,id2)

rule RF2{
decl;
event ABSTRACT(RF2);
cond def  FALSE;
action ;}

Rule firing in 
decoupled 
coupling mode

No equivalent. 
(Because Irules does not allow decoupled E-C 
coupling modes)

rule RF3{
decl;
event ABSTRACT(RF3);
cond dep FALSE;
action ;}

Table 4. Objective-to-IRL mapping for rule execution and cascaded rules

Functionality Rules of IRules Rules of OBJECTIVE
Rule 
execution

create rule RF4
event                   afterPrintIdOne(id1,id2)
condition                  immediate when id1=id1
action                  immediate
                                  do printIdTwo(id1,id2)

rule RF4{
decl;
event 
ABSTRACT(RF4);
cond  TRUE;
action ;}

Cascaded 
rule 
triggering

create rule RF61
event           afterSetPrice(NewPrice) on Stock s
condition           immediate when NewPrice>10
action           immediate
           do setNewPrice(NewPrice)
create rule RF62
event           afterSetNewPrice(NewPrice)
condition           immediate when NewPrice>20
action           do printPrice(NewPrice)

rule RF6{
decl RF6 *obj;
              int i;
event obj -> 
setAttribute(i)
cond obj -> 
getAttribute()>0;
action obj -> 
setAttribute(i-1); }
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have used application transactions to replace a 
method call in EPP1, EPP2, and EPP3.

Also, EPP1, EPP2, and EPP3 are defined 
as EA rules since the E-A coupling supports 
all four types of IRules coupling modes. To 
test all four coupling modes, an additional rule 
EPP4 is included in the later discussion of the 
extensions to the benchmark.

In RF6 of OBJECTIVE (Table 4), a 
method event triggers a rule that generates 
the same event in its action part. The second 
rule’s condition evaluation is false, so the 
cascading stops. In other words, one instance 
of RF6 triggers another instance of RF6. Be-
cause of the EJB limitation over method calls 
as explained in the previous paragraph, the 
IRules equivalent of RF6 uses an application 
transaction event and an application transaction 
in the action part of RF61. As a result, two rules 
are used to represent cascaded rule triggering, 
where RF61 triggers RF62.

In addition to the existing rules of OBJEC-
TIVE, additional rules have been designed to 
evaluate the IRules features, as shown in Table 

6 and Table 7. EPP4 tests the immediate asyn-
chronous coupling mode that has been defined 
as part of the IRules research (Jin, 2004). The 
next section will compare the performance of 
different coupling modes, using EPP1 for im-
mediate synchronous mode, EPP2 for deferred 
mode, EPP3 for decoupled mode, and EPP4 for 
immediate asynchronous mode. 

RPE1 tests the time for event detection, 
rule retrieval, and rule execution that accesses 
EJB components. Although a rule triggered 
by an after method event is restricted by the 
limitation of EJBs, a rule triggered by a before 
method event is not affected by the restriction 
(Kambhampati, 2003). So this evaluation uses 
before events to illustrate the system perfor-
mance upon EJB operations.

RPHL tests the execution time of the rule 
manager in response to frequent event genera-
tion, thus illustrating the performance of the 
rule manager under a heavy event load. RPHL 
measures the rule processing time by changing 
the number of requests for events, which will 
be detailed in the next section. 

Table 5. Objective-to-IRL mapping for passing of event parameters

Functionality Rules of Irules Rules of OBJECTIVE
The passing of 
event parameters 
in 
immediate 
coupling 
mode

create rule EPP1
event    afterSetPrice(NewPrice) on 
             Stock s
action    immediate  
             do printPrice(NewPrice)

rule EPP1{
decl  EPP1 *obj;
 double d1;
 double d2;
event obj->setData(d1,d2);
cond d1<d2;
action        obj->setMinData();}

The passing 
of event 
parameters in 
deferred 
coupling 
mode

create rule EPP2
event    afterSetPrice(NewPrice) on
             Stock s
action   deferred  
             do printPrice(NewPrice)

rule EPP2{
decl  EPP2 *obj;
 double d1; double d2;
event obj->setData(d1,d2);
cond def d1<d2;
action        obj->setMinData(); }

The passing 
of event 
parameters in 
decoupled 
mode

create rule EPP3
event        afterSetPrice(NewPrice) on
                 Stock s
action decoupled 
                 do printPrice(NewPrice)

rule EPP3{
decl  EPP3 *obj;
 double d1; double d2;
event obj->setData(d1,d2);
cond dep d1<d2;
action        obj->setMinData();}
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In addition to rules, this evaluation tests 
the event detection time for four types of events, 
as shown as ED1, ED2, ED3, and ED4 in Table 6 
and Table 7. ED1 is for the detection of applica-
tion transaction events. ED2 is for the detection 
of method events. ED3 is for the detection of 
external events. ED4 is for the detection of 
internal events. 

PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION RESULTS 
The evaluation was performed using 

four Windows NT 4.0 computers (Pentium 
III, 533Mhz, and 523636k RAM). Each ma-
chine was connected by a 3Com 10k hub and 
disconnected from the outside Internet, thus 
eliminating the effect of the outside network. 
The metadata and object manager were co-
located on one physical machine. The other 

Table 6. Additional evaluation features for event parameters and event detection

Functionality Rules of Irules

Passing event parameters in asynchronous 
coupling modes 

create rule EPP4
event afterSetPrice(NewPrice) on Stock s
action asynchronous 
 do printPrice(NewPrice)

Rule Manager Heavy load: rule manager reacts 
to frequent requests of external events

create rule RPHL
event  afterStockMarketQuote(stockId, newPrice)
action  immediate
 do reactToExternal(stockId,newPrice)

Detection of application transaction event
ED1:
event afterPrintIdOne(id1,id2)
{apptrans after printIdOne(String id1, String id2);}

Detection of method event
ED2:
event beforeSetPrice(NewPrice)
{method before setPrice(double NewPrice);}

Table 7. Additional evaluation features for event detection and use of EJBs

Functionality Rules of Irules

Detection of external event ED3:
event afterStockMarketQuote(stockId, newPrice)
{ external stream(String stockId, double newPrice) TickerEvent;}

Detection of internal event

ED4:
event afterUpdateCash(portfolioID, cashValue)
{ internal map(string portfolioID, float cashValue) afterupdatecashIn
ternalEvent;}

Rule processing time for 
accessing EJBs components

create rule RPE1
event                 beforeSetPrice(NewPrice) on stock S
condition          immediate
                          when NewPrice>S.price
action         immediate
                         do s.getPrice()
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three machines contained, respectively, the rule 
manager, the event handler, and the EJB server 
(BEA Weblogic 6.1). Each rule and event was 
tested about 50 times for the same configuration 
to get the average, standard deviations, and 90% 
confidence intervals. The confidence interval is 
a range on either side of a sample mean with 
a given probability (such as 90%). All values 
are in milliseconds.

According to OBJECTIVE, the main 
metric of the evaluation is CPU-time, instead 
of wall-clock time. In fact, a better name is 
computer-system-time, rather than CPU-time. 
The reason is that many test cases involve CPU 
and I/O operations. For example, rule retrieval 
involves I/O operations since the computer 
needs to load rules from the metadata, which 
is stored on disk. In our evaluation, the system 
time also includes the time of networking. For 
example, since the metadata and rule manager 
are located in two different physical machines, 
rule retrieval time includes the time that rules 
are transmitted from the metadata machine to 
the rule manager machine through the network. 
Therefore, the time in this evaluation is NOT the 
measure of time of one CPU or multiple CPUs. 
Our time is the computer-system- time (instead 
of wall-clock time) that may involve operations 
of multiple CPUs, I/Os, and networking. 

Three Phases of Active Behavior
Table A.1 in Appendix A presents the nu-

meric results of event detection time for method 
events. Tables A.2 and A.3 illustrate the numeric 
results for rule retrieval and rule execution of 
RPE1. As shown in Table 4, the event part of 
RPE1 is a before method event. The condition 
uses the NewPrice parameter passed from the 
event and the getPrice() method of the Stock EJB 
component. The action is an EJB method call. 
So the event, condition, and action of RPE1 
access EJB components. Tables A.4, A.5, and 
A.6 respectively present the time for detecting 
an application transaction event, retrieval of a 
rule, and executing the rule using an application 
transaction as the action. These three phases do 
not access EJB components.  

Figure 2 illustrates the three phases of 
active behavior, comparing execution with or 
without access to EJB components. In the event 
detection phase, detecting a method event from 
an EJB component is more time-consuming than 
generating an application transaction event. In 
the rule retrieval phase, there is no significant 
difference in retrieval time. Any rule retrieval 
process only queries the metadata and has no 
operations over EJB components, so the rule 
retrieval time of RPE1 is almost the same as 
that of RF1.  In the rule execution phase, there 
is a significant difference in the execution time. 
If the action part invokes operations on EJB 
components (e.g., RPE1), the rule execution 
time is much longer than executing an appli-
cation transaction without accessing an EJB 
component (e.g., RF4). Executing an operation 
on an EJB component has proven to be the most 
time-consuming task in the IRules system. 

We have compared EJB and non-EJB 
related rules to show the performance differ-
ence when active rules are used in a component 
integration environment. When active rules 
are applied outside of the realm of a database 
system, other factors, such as the performance 
of a component model, affect the performance 
of active rules.

Different Coupling Modes
One important feature of an active sys-

tem is the use of different coupling modes. 
OBJECTIVE designed EPP1, EPP2, and EPP3 
to represent the passing of event parameters in 
immediate, deferred, and decoupled coupling 
modes, respectively. In addition to those three 
types of coupling modes, IRules tests the im-
mediate asynchronous coupling mode by using 
rule EPP4 (shown in Table 6). In Appendix A, the 
numeric results for the four coupling modes of 
IRules are shown in Table A.7 (EPP1: immediate 
synchronous mode), Table A.8 (EPP2: deferred 
mode), Table A.9 (EPP3: decoupled mode), and 
Table A.10 (EPP4: immediate asynchronous 
mode). To test the immediate synchronous 
mode, a test case was designed such that the 
method event setPrice() triggers EPP1. Sepa-
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rate test cases are run where the event triggers 
EPP2 to test the deferred mode, EPP3 to test the 
decoupled mode, and EPP4 to test the immediate 
asynchronous mode. The definitions of EPP1, 
EPP2, EPP3, and EPP4 are the same except that 
they have different E-C coupling modes.     

The comparison of coupling modes for 
each base size is shown in Figure 3. For any 
base, the immediate asynchronous coupling 
mode is the fastest. The second fastest is the 

decoupled mode. Those two coupling modes 
allow the concurrent execution of the triggering 
transaction and the triggered rules. Concurrent 
execution achieves better performance than 
sequential execution of the immediate syn-
chronous and deferred modes. The decoupled 
mode has overhead associated with starting 
a new transaction, so it is slower than the 
asynchronous model. The slowest mode is the 
deferred coupling mode. In the deferred coupled 

Figure 2. Three phases of active behavior

Figure 3. Different coupling modes
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mode, the event parameters and the triggered 
rules need to be stored in a deferred list in the 
top-level transaction. The deferred rules are 
retrieved from the list and executed at the end 
of the top-level transaction. The overhead as-
sociated with processing deferred rules makes 
the deferred mode more time-consuming than 
the other coupling modes. 

There is no significant time difference 
between different bases in any given coupling 
mode. The reasons are related to the architecture 
of a rule processing system. The rule execution 
time in the IRules system includes (1) network-
ing time for the communication between the 
rule manager and the metadata, (2) the time 
for querying the metadata to retrieve the trig-
ger rule for the given event, and (3) the time 
for the rule processor to execute the triggered 
rule. The time of (1) and (3) are not related to 
and not affected by the size of the different 
base. In other words, only the time of (2) is af-
fected by the base size since querying a larger 
size of metadata is relatively time-consuming. 
If the time of (1) and (3) are very small, then 
the difference of (2) with respect to different 
bases will be very distinguishable. However, 
in the IRules system, the rule manager and the 
metadata are physically distributed between 
two different machines, thus the networking 
time of (1) cannot be ignored. As a result, the 
effect of (2) for querying different base sizes 
is not apparent. Furthermore, the effect of que-
rying different base sizes also depends on the 
implementation of the metadata. In the current 
IRules implementation, JavaSpaces is used for 
the storage of metadata. Searching a rule from 
different sizes in JavaSpaces does not have a 
significant difference since we used an index to 
facilitate searching objects from our metadata 
Javaspace, as detailed in (Peri, 2002). If a system 
has a metadata implementation where searching 
a rule from a larger base is much more time-
consuming than searching a smaller one, and the 
search time is the dominate factor within (1), (2), 
and (3), then the difference among base sizes 
will be apparent when using the OBJECTIVE 
benchmark. Our evaluation strictly follows the 
base sizes provided by OBJECTIVE. We did not 

evaluate at what size the effects would start to 
be visible, since it is related to the implementa-
tion of searching JavaSpaces and is beyond the 
scope of this research.

Rule Processor Execution Under a 
Heavy Event Load

The rule processor execution time under 
a heavy event load tests the execution time of 
a rule when events are generated frequently. 
External events are used in this test, but any 
type of event can be used. The external event 
generator generates events with time interval x. 
The interval x is the time interval between the 
generation of two events. For example, suppose 
x is 100. After an event is generated, a second 
event is generated after 100 milliseconds. When 
the time interval between events increases, 
events are generated less frequently. 

The numeric results of the execution 
time for different time intervals are shown in 
Appendix A in Tables A.11 to A.13. Figure 4 
is the graphical illustration of the performance 
of rule processing in response to events for 
different frequencies. When the time interval 
between events increases, the rule processing 
time decreases. In other words, when events 
are generated less frequently, the rule manager 
operates more efficiently. But after an interval 
of 1100 ms, the rule-processing time remains 
the same when the time interval increases. The 
reason is that when events are more frequently 
generated (x is smaller), events are pushed to the 
rule manager while the rule manager is in the 
middle of responding to another event. So the 
rule manager has to queue the event temporarily. 
The overhead causes the rule processing to slow 
down when events are more frequently gener-
ated. But when two events are generated with 
the time interval greater than 1100 ms, there is 
enough time for the rule manager to start a rule 
processor to process the rule before receiving 
a new event from the event handler. The rule 
manager is not interrupted by the event handling 
requests, so there is no overhead associated 
with queuing the event. After the time interval 
increases to a threshold, the rule processing 
keeps a constant speed.
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Event Detection for Different Types of 
Events

The times for detecting different types 
of events are shown in Figure 5. The event 
detection times for method events and applica-
tion transaction events are shown in Table A.1 
and Table A.4 of Appendix A, respectively. 
The detection time of application transaction 
events and method events are measured as the 
duration from event occurrence to the time that 
the rule manager gets the event. As shown in 
Figure 5, method event detection is more time 
consuming than application transaction event 

detection since method event detection occurs 
within the IRules wrappers. Recall that the IR-
ules wrapper is an EJB component. A wrapper 
needs to first query the metadata to determine if 
a before method event has been defined for the 
method to be executed. If so, then the event is 
generated before the execution of the method. 
This invocation from the EJB component to 
the metadata is more time consuming than the 
Java method call to the metadata that occurs 
with application transactions, so method event 
detection is slower than application transaction 
event detection.  

Figure 4. Rule processor execution time under a heavy event load

Figure 5. Event detection of different types of events
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The results of internal and external event 
detection are shown in Table A.14 of Appendix 
A. The detection of internal and external events 
is measured differently from that of method 
events and application transaction events. The 
detection time of internal and external events 
is the duration required to wrap an event and 
push the event to the rule manager once the 
event handler gets events from JMS. Internal 
events and external events can have different 
data types, such as map, stream, and object type. 
This evaluation tests the results of the map data 
type of interval events and the stream data type of 
external events. Map event detection is slower 
than stream event detection since wrapping a 
map type is more time-consuming than wrap-
ping a stream type. Details of map and stream 
events can be found in Kambhampati (2003). 

Summary of Evaluation Results
The previous four subsections have 

presented the details of the evaluation. This 
subsection provides a summary of the results. 
We have presented an analysis of the differ-
ent phases of active behavior for accessing 
EJB components versus accessing no EJB 
components. EJB invocation time is the time 
from invocation of an EJB operation until the 
operation is completed. Invocation of EJB 
components is the most time-consuming aspect 
of the IRules integration system. When a rule 
invokes methods on EJB components, the event 
detection time and rule processing time are much 
longer than when invoking no EJB operations. 
The current IRules wrapper design has a layered 
structure, where each layer is an entity bean. As 
a result, there are two EJB invocations required 
to access a method on a black-box component 
through this wrapper structure. This layered 
use of EJB components for the wrapper design 
significantly reduces the system performance. A 
future improvement of the IRules system should 
involve re-design of the wrapper structure to 
reduce the EJB component layers, thus reducing 
the time of method invocation.

Comparing different coupling modes, the 
immediate asynchronous mode has the best 
performance because it allows the concurrent 

execution of triggering transactions and trig-
gered rules. The decoupled mode also has better 
performance than the immediate synchronous 
mode and the deferred mode because the de-
coupled mode also allows concurrent execution 
of triggering transactions and triggered rules. 
The deferred mode is the most time-consuming 
mode because of the overhead of managing 
deferred rule lists. 

We have presented the performance of 
the rule processor in response to frequent event 
generation. Rule processing is faster when the 
event requests are less frequent. But for any 
rule executed, there is a threshold for the rate 
of event occurrence. After the threshold, rule 
processing maintains a constant speed. 

We have also presented the event detection 
time for the different types of events in the IR-
ules system. These results illustrate that method 
event detection is the most time-consuming 
because of the performance of the IRules EJB 
wrappers. This fact motivates future refinement 
of the wrapper design. 

Recall that our approach uses direct test-
ing for each phase of rule evaluation, while 
OBJECTIVE uses indirect testing to estimate 
each phase, as detailed in the previous section. 
Our evaluation results can be used to reflect 
the accuracy of the OBJECTIVE estimation 
method. For example, the rule retrieval time of 
RF1 is shown in Table A.5 of Appendix A for the 
result of our direct test. If we use an indirect test, 
according to the definition in OBJECTIVE, the 
rule retrieval time of RF1 should be measured 
by the total of event detection, rule retrieval, 
and rule execution time of RF1, where the 
event detection time and rule execution time 
of RF1 should be as small as possible. Recall 
that among the four types of IRules events, 
the application transaction event detection is 
the least time-consuming one. Therefore, we 
use an application transaction event in RF1 
to ensure that the event detection time is as 
small as possible. The application transaction 
event named ED1 is the event of RF1, where 
the result of event detection time is shown in 
Table A.4 of Appendix A. Let us denote the 
rule execution time of RF1 as ∆, where ∆> 0. 
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Therefore, in the indirect test, the rule retrieval 
time is calculated as the event detection time 
of RF1 (shown in Table A.4), plus the rule re-
trieval time of RF1 (shown in Table A.5), plus 
the rule execution time (not shown for RF1 in 
Appendix A). As a result, the time of indirect 
testing with respect to (small, medium, large) 
bases is (120+251+∆,121+257+∆, 124+262+∆), 
which is equal to (371+∆, 378+∆, 386+∆). On 
the other hand, the retrieval time in our direct 
test with respect to (small, medium, large) 
bases is (251, 257, 262), as shown in Table 
A.5. Comparing these results, the OBJECTIVE 
estimation for indirect testing is at least 1/3 more 
than the actual time for the IRules environment. 
We suggest the use of direct testing whenever 
possible when a project uses the OBJECTIVE 
benchmark. As a benchmark applied to any 
active database system, the indirect testing of 
OBJECTIVE is reasonable, since sometimes 
the internal architecture components are not 
available.  This fact also motivates future design 
of a new benchmark to include evaluation for 
both direct tests and indirect tests. 

SUMMARY
This paper presented a benchmark, 

based on the OBJECTIVE benchmark, for the 
evaluation of a rule-processing environment 
for distributed component integration. The 
OBJECTIVE rules were mapped to integra-
tion rules within the IRules environment for 
the integration of EJB components. We have 
also extended the benchmark to test additional 
features of a component-based active rule sys-
tem, such as testing the event detection time, 
the rule execution time related to the invocation 
of components, asynchronous coupling modes, 
and the execution time for the rule processor 
under a heavy event load.

In addition to describing the manner in 
which the OBJECTIVE benchmark was modi-
fied to accommodate the IRules environment, 
this evaluation has also analyzed the evaluation 
results with respect to the three phrases of active 
behaviors, different coupling modes, a heavy 
event load on the rule processor, and different 
types of events. Access to EJB components has 

been identified as the primary point of slow 
performance within the IRules environment. 
The approach taken to the extension of the 
OBJECTIVE benchmark can be more generally 
used to define appropriate extensions for other 
distributed rule-based systems. 

 Our future research direction involves 
the investigation of rule-based integration in 
the context of Web Services (WSA, 2002) and 
Grid Services (Foster, Kesselman, & Tuecke, 
2001). We have already investigated a revised 
wrapper design based on the use of Web Services 
(Kumar, 2004). Our future research will also 
evaluate system performance under a multi-user 
environment. Distribution of the event and rule 
processing components is also an interesting 
future direction. The advantage of multiple 
distributed rule mangers is to reduce the burden 
of the centralized rule manager by delegating 
rule processing to multiple rule managers. How-
ever, the distribution may introduce additional 
communication overhead among different rule 
managers. A future direction is to evaluate the 
performance of a distributed versus a centralized 
rule manager and event handler, as well as to 
address possible scalability and performance 
tradeoffs in a distributed environment. 
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APPENDIX A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RESULTS

(All values in the Appendix are in milliseconds)

Table A.1. Time for event detection of a method event

ED2 Event Detection
Small Medium Large

Average 2556.217391 2591.68 2601.385
Std. Dev. 90.0898322 119.0289601 141.7663

Conf. 
Interval

[2525.318772,
2587.116011]

[2552.52296,
2630.83704]

[2555.653,
2647.116]

Table A.2. Time for rule retrieval of rule RPE1

RPE1 Rule Retrieval
Small Medium Large

Average 288.8695652 291.24 292.1923
Std. Dev. 17.85370944 20.47005944 17.05056

Conf. 
Interval

[282.7461775,
294.992953]

[284.5059503,
297.9740497]

[286.6921,
297.6925]

Table A.3. Time for rule execution of rule RPE1

RPE1 Rule Execution
Small Medium Large

Average 11330.13 11339.76 11406.31
Std. Dev. 746.2231 708.5622 819.717

Conf. 
Interval

[11074.19, 11586.07] [11106.66, 
11572.86]

[11141.88,
11670.73]

Table A.4. Time for detection of an application transaction event

ED1 Event Detection
Small Medium Large

Average 120.466 121.2 123.93
Std. Dev. 10.006 10.33164 13.144

Conf. 
Interval

[116.216,
124.715]

[116.812,
125.5878]

[118.3477,
129.5122]
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Table A.5. Time for rule retrieval of rule RF1

RF1 Rule Retrieval
Small Medium Large

Average 251 257.267 262.4
Std. Dev. 9.149 10.067 8.699

Conf. 
Interval

[247.114426,
254.885574]

[252.9915517,
261.5424483]

[258.7055404,
266.0944596]

Table A.6. Time for rule execution of rule RF4

RF4 Rule Execution
Small Medium Large

Average 2286.67 2230.133 2363.667
Std. Dev. 36.296 62.11495 94.247

Conf. 
Interval

[2271.225,
2302.285]

[2303.753,
2356.514]

[2323.64,
2403.694]

Table A.7. Time for execution of the immediate coupling mode

EPP1 Execution of Application Transaction and Rule
Small Medium Large

Average 14270.06 14289.84 15359.18
Std. Dev. 1701.208 1095.282 1236.079

Conf. 
Interval

[13591.39,
14948.73]

[13876.53,
14703.15]

[148666.06,
15852.29]

Table A.8. Time for execution of the deferred coupling mode

EPP2 Execution of Application Transaction and Rule
Small Medium Large

Average 15012.76 15717.89 16139.73
Std. Dev. 1447.367 1274.147 981.4469

Conf. 
Interval

[14435.36,
15590.17]

[15223.91,
16211.87]

[15722.91,
16556.55]

Table A.9. Time for execution of the decoupled coupling mode

EPP3 Execution of Application Transaction and Rule
Small Medium Large

Average 13947.78 14255.06 14268.411
Std. Dev. 1658.649 1050.197 1455.001

Conf. 
Interval

[13304.733,
14590.83]

[13836.1,
14676.02]

[13687.96,
14848.86]
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Table A.10. Time for execution of the immediate asynchronous coupling mode

EPP4 Execution of Application Transaction and Rule
Small Medium Large

Average 13490.5 13721.28 14144
Std. Dev. 1550.393 1638.919 1087.268

Conf. 
Interval

[12920.26,
14060.74]

[13085.88,
14356.68]

[13722.47,
14565.53]

Table A.11. Time for rule processor execution under a heavy event load

RPHL Time interval between two events
0 10 100 200 300 400

Average 4287.2 4277.35 4192.95 4181.3 4133.7 3985.75
Std. Dev. 346.8363 399.7008 392.0374 268.4437 380.2389 349.4694

Conf. 
Interval

[4159.633,
4414.767]

[4130.34,
4424.36]

[4048.758,
4337.142]

[4082.566,
4280.034]

[3993.848,
4273.552]

[3857.215,
4114.285]

Table A.12. Time for rule processor execution under a heavy event load (continued)

RPHL Time Interval Between Two Events
500 600 700 800 900 1000

Average 3745.9 3423.35 3253 2873.05 2638.8 2403.45
Std. Dev. 312.6392 348.3207 87.32241 182.0857 120.7257 99.54448

Conf. 
Interval

[3630.911,
3860.889]

[3295.238,
3551.462]

[3165.678,
3340.322]

[2806.079,
2940.021]

[2594.397,
2683.203]

[2366.838,
2440.062]

Table A.13. Time for rule processor execution under a heavy event load (continued)

RPHL Time Interval Between Two Events
1100 1200 1300 1400 2000 10000

Average 2403.45 2138.2 2133.75 2132.55 2116.95 2108.3
Std. Dev. 99.54448 77.84776 66.39109 40.30212 35.76896 32.7078

Conf. 
Interval

[2366.838,
2440.062]

[2109.568,
2166.832]

[2109.331,
2158.169]

[2117.727,
2147.373]

[2103.794,
2130.106]

[2096.27,
2120.33]

Table A.14. Time for internal and external event detection

Internal/External Event Detection
Internal External

Average 382.533 551.6
Std. Dev. 153.564 133.378

Conf. 
Interval [314.1147, 447.922] [494.954, 608.245]
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Table A.15. Time for execution of a deferred rule

RF2 Deferred Rule Execution
Small Medium Large

Average 226.45 226.95 227.75
Std. Dev. 16.4524 10.236 12.18496

Conf. 
Interval

[220.3988,
232.5012]

[223.185,
230.715]

[222.7395,
232.7605]

Table A.16. Time for execution of cascaded rule triggering

RF6 Nested Rule Execution
Small Medium Large

Average 5242.111 5310 5333.333
Std. Dev. 113.4501 153.441 146.858

Conf. Interval [5198.127,
5286.095]

[5250.511,
5369.489]

[5276.397,
5390.27]
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